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PREFACE 
Test.s were performed to deter'llline the feasibility of 
using forces acting on tillage tools to predict soil cone 
index. The tools which do a good job of predicting .cone 
index can than be used as a mobile ·penetrometer. 
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Cone index is used as an indicator of soil strength. 
It is the resistance of soil to penetration by a right 
circular cone. Numerically, cone index is the ratio of the 
force required to push a cone into the soil at a constant 
rate of penetration to the base ar~ea of the cone. Different 
penetrometers with varying base areas, cone angles, and pe-
netration velocities bave been used <Gill and Vanden Berg, 
1968; Durgunoglu and Mitchel~ 1975; Johnson, Jense~, Scha-
fer, and Bailey, 1980)m In an effort to to provide a com-
mon method of expressing general soil conditions, the 
~lerican Society of Agricultural Engineers has developed a 
standard specifying the geometry and operating procedures 
for cone penetrometers <ASAE, 1984b). 
Cone index has been utilized for many purposes, such as 
predicting tractive performance of off-road vehicles, evalu-
ating tillage tool performance, predicting draft forces, and 
determining root penetration and seedling emergence <Ayers 
and Bowen, 1983). The procedure used to evaluate tillage 
tools at Oklahoma State University requires cone index read-
ings to be taken before and after the tillage operation is 
performed <Khalilian, Self, and Batchelder, 1983). This is 
1 
expensive in terms of time required to collect the penetra-
tion data. It would be advantageous to develop a faster me-
thod of determining cone index. The problem addressed by 
this research is the developnaent of a system that would make 
measurements related to cone index from a moving vehicle. 
This mobile penetrometer could then be used to gather valu.es 
related to cone index while performing some tillage opera-
tion thereby reducing the time required to collect penetra-
tion data. 
Objectives 
The overall objective of this research is to determine 
the feasibility of using a tillage tool as a mobile pene-
trometer. The specific objectives are: 
1. Evaluate four tillage tools for possible use as a 
mobile penetrometer. 
2. Define the pertinent quantities for'the tool-pene-
tr·ometer systems. 
3. Develop prediction equations relating cone index to 
forces acting on each tillage.tool from field test data •. 
CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
Factors Affecting Cone Index 
Frietag (1968> described the advantages and disadvan-
tages of using cone penetromers to measur·e in situ soil 
str·ength. Shear strength of soil is a function of two com-
ponents, cohesion and the internal angle of friction. On 
most soils it is lrupossible, using the cone penetrometer, to 
separate these two components. Experiments were conducted 
on air·-dr··y sand where cone index was inter·pretable in terms 
of the friction angle. Since the cohesion in sand was con-
sidered to be negligible, data collected with the cone pene-
trometer were meaningful measurments of' soil strength. 
Durgunoglu and Mitchell <1975), proposed a new tech-
nique for prediction of penetration resistance. It was 
stated that penetration resistance is a function of cone ge-
ometry, cone surface roughness, soil strength parameters, 
soil compressibility, in situ lateral stress, and penetra-
tion depth. Above a certain critical depth penetration re-
sistance increased rapidly with depth. At depths greater 
than the critical depth, soil compression became the 
controlling factor and the rate of penetration resistance 
with depth decreased. This critical depth was directly pro-
3 
portional to the soil friction angle and the roughness of 
the penetrometer surface. Experiments conducted on air-dry 
sand produced measurements of cone index which agreed with 
pr·edicted values calculated by the proposed technique. 
4 
Ayers and Per·umpral (1981 > investigated the effects of 
soil moisture content and dry density on cone index. Exper-
iments were performed using mixtures of Zircon sand and Fire 
clay. Mixtures were placed in a cylindrical mold. Changes 
in dry density were achieved by compacting soil samples with 
the use of a drop hammer. Water was added to soil samples 
to vary the moisture content. Penetration resistance was 
measured with a standard ASAE cone penetrometer with a base 
area of 3.2 cm2. The cone index was determined by aver-
aging the penetration force over the first 15.2 em and divi-
ding by the base area o~ the the cone. Results of the test 
yielded a prediction equation for cone index as a function 
of dry bulk density, moisture content, and soil type. The 
prediction equation was more valid for soils with a high 
percentage of clay and less accurate for 100~ sand. 
Using a similitude approach, Upadhyaya, Kemble~ Col-
lins, and Wiliams <1982> developed a prediction equation for 
cone index in Delaware soils. Cone index was found to be a 
function of the moisture content, particle density, bulk 
density, and bulk modulus. Two different soil types were 
.investigated, silty clay and sandy loam. Bulk density of 
the soil was var·ied using a rotary tiller. Different values 
of moisture content were achieved by applying water to the 
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surFace oF the soil with a calibrated sprayer. Bulk modulus 
oF the soil was determined by measuring the ratio oF the 
change in pressure to the change in volume For a water sat-
urated soil placed in a watertight container. A signiFicant 
correlation was observed for the ratio oF cone index to bulk 
modulus and soil moisture content. 
Cone Index-Tool Force Relationships 
Sir·ohi and Reaves <1969> reported a study oF the per-
formance oF cultivator sweeps to determine the Feasibility 
of using similitu~e techniques to predict draFt oF cultiva-
tor sweeps. Pertinent quantities used to describe the soil 
were resistance to penetration and bulk volume weight, whi~h 
is analogous to bulk density. Penetration resistance was 
measured using a 30° cone penetrometer. Tests were con-
ducted on sand at the National Tillage Machinery Laboratory. 
Results oF the study showed that similitude techniques are 
an effective method of studying cultivator sweeps. Results 
also indicated that a relationship existed between cone in-
dex of soil and draFt of a cultivator sweep. 
Johnson et al. (1980> used an analog-prototype system 
to predict draft Forces acting on tillage tools. Cone pene-
trometers were used to model disks and chisels. DifFerent 
sizes of cone pentrometers, chisels, and disks were used. 
Tests were perFormed on two types oF soil, Norfolk sandy 
loam and Decatur· clay loam. An integrated average was used 
to determine the penetration resistance over the depth of 
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operation. Results of the test showed the system where cone 
penetrometers were used to model disks was the best analog-
prototype system tested because the coefficients in the pre-
diction equation were constant for varying soil conditions. 
Factors. Affecting Tool Forces 
Rowe and Barnes (1961) have shown that draft of a til-
lage tool can be approximated by an analytical procedure 
based on soil mechanics. The tool used for the experiment 
was an inclined flat blade. It was assumed that the soil 
failed in shear~ Soil types used were sand, silt loam, 
silty clay loam, and silty clay* Results indicated that 
soil shear strength increased as the rate of shear 
increased. This increase in shear strength was less for 
soils low in clay. Thus, the draft of the implement was a 
function of soil type and velocity. 
Using dimensional analysis, Wang, Lo, and Liang (1972> 
predicted the draft force on a horizontal chisel using four 
soil parameters. Soil parameters studied were friction be-
tween the soil and tillage tool, apparent cohesion, bulk 
volume weight, and internal angle of £riction of the soil. 
Tool properties used in the analysis were velocity and 
depth. Cohesion and soil £riction angle were determined by 
.the direct shear method while soil-tool £riction was ~ea­
sured with a slider. Tests were per£onmed in a soil bin on 
a soil with 0.3X sand 5.5% silt, and 94.2X clay. Dif£erent 
soil conditions were prepared by varying cohesion, bulk val~ 
ume weight, soil friction angle, and soil-tool friction. 
Results showed draft could be predicted with acceptable ac-
curacy using these four soil properties. 
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The soil reacting forces acting on disks were measured 
by Harrlson (1977). Factors of interest were disk angle, 
depth and velocity of tillage as well as soil type. Forces 
measured were draft, lateral force and vertical force. The 
experiment was conducted on silty loam and clay loam soils 
with varying densities and moisture contents. Analysis of 
the results showed velocity did not contribute significantly 
to the change in draft or vertical force, but was signifi-
cantly related to lateral force. Soil type, depth of til-
lage and disk angle did contribute significantly to all 
three forces measured. 
Bloome, Batchelder, Khalilian, and Rietbmuller <1963) 
measured the effect of velocity on draft of tillage tools in 
typeical Oklahoma soils. The soil types were Port silt loam 
and Heno loamy fine sand. Tillage tools used were a mold-
board plow, sweep plow, chisel plow, and tandem disk. 
Results showed draft for the moldboard plow was a function 
of the velocity squared. The drafts of the chisel plow and 
disk were linearly proportional to velocity. For one soil 
type the draft of the sweep plow varied with the velocity 
squared while for the other soil type draft varied linearly 
with velocity~ 
Effects of velocity and depth of tillage on implement 
draft were reported by Summers, Khalilian, and Batchelder 
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(1984>. Tillage implements used were a moldboard plow, 
chisel plow, disk, and~sweep plow. Soil types were Tabler 
silt loam, Holister clay loam, and Reinach silt loam. Dra£t 
was found to var·y linearly with velocity for chisel plows, 
disks, and sweep plows and quadraticly with velocity for 
moldboard plows. The draft was linearly propertional to 
depth for all implements tested. 
Kydd, Frehlich, and Boyden (1984> developed prediction 
equations for dra£t o£ tillage tools operating in Canadian 
soils. Tools used were cultivators, tandem disk harrows, 
rod weeders, and one-way disk harrows. The prediction equa-
tions showed draft was a function o£ velocity and depth of 
tillage. In addition, dra£t of tandem disk harrows was de-
pendent on the disk angle. It was concluded that draft de-
pends primarily on tillage depth. 
Draft prediction equations for tillage tools are inclu-
ded in the Agricultural Engineers Yearbook <ASAE, 1984a>. 
The draft of moldboard plows and disk plows is a function of 
velocity squared. Draft of disk harrows is dependent on the 
mass of the implement and draft of cultivators is a function 
of depth and an interaction of depth and velocity. 
Nicholson, Bashford, and Hielke (1984> reported that 
draft of sweep and chisel plows was affected by velocity and 
depth in the same manner as that described by the ASAE pre-
diction equations. The draft of tandem disks was not af£ec-
ted by velocities in the range of 1 to 8 km/h. Tests were 
conducted on silt loam and silty clay loam soils. 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT AND PROCEDURE 
Research has shown that soil cone index is a function 
of soil pr·opertles. Cone index is also dependent on pene-
t.l·ometer· geometry and operational procedures. The mode of 
soil failure for penetrometers is shear for shallow depths 
and compression for deeper depths. Literature indicates a 
positive correlation between cone index and tillage tool 
dr·aft, as cone index increases draft increases. Tool forces 
are also dependent on velocity and depth of tillage as well 
as soil properties. 
Tools selected to perform this experiment were a chi-
sel, sweep, disk and rolling coulter. Research has indi-
cated a t·elationship between draft and cone index for· 
chisels, sweeps and disks. The r·olling coulter was selec-
ted based on the asswnptlon that a significant portion of 
the dt·aft on coulters is due to soil-metal friction. This 
was asswoed to be similar to the significance of the soil-
liletal friction of the penetr·ometer being a facto•· of cone 
index. 
The chisel selected was a standard chisel point such as 
those used on a chisel plow. Width of the chisel was 5-1 
ern. Dimensions of the sweep were: width, 26.0 cto; approach 
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angle, oo; lift angle, 20.3°; and lift height, 6.4 em. 
The disk had a r-adius of 27.9 em and a concavity of 6.35 em. 
It was mounted with a disk angle of 45° and a 0° tilt 
angle. The coulter used in the test had a radius of 27.9 
em. 
Pertinent Quantities 
Soil pr·operties which affect cone index are cohesion, 
int.el'ltal angle of fr-iction, soil-metal friction, bulk densi-
ty, moistur·e content, and soil type. Pert:inent geometric 
pt·oper··t.ies of the penetr·ometer are cone apex angle and base 
at··ea. Cone index is also dependent on rate of" penetrat.ion. 
If the same penetrometer is used for collecting all cone in-
dex data and operated at a constant rate of penetration, 
geometr·ic and operating parameters of the penet~r·ometer can 
be omitted from the analysis because they will be constant. 
Soil pr-operties can be omitted if it is assumed that soil 
pr··operties affect tool forces and cone index ln the same 
manner·. 
Tillage tool pr~perties should include a characteristic 
length of the tillage tool and the type of tool. Character-
istic length used for the chisel and sweep was width. Rad-
ius was used for· the characteristic length of the disk and 
coulter. Oper·ational par·ameters for tillage tools ar~e velo-
city aud depth of tillage. The five quantities which ar·e 
t.heu needed to describe the tool-penetrometer system are: 
1~ Cone index 
1 1 
2. F.or·ce aeting un the tillage tool 
3. Velocity of tillage 
4. Depth of tillage 
5. Characteristic length of the tool 
Design of Tool Bar 
The tool bar was designed so the four tools could be 
t~ested simultaneously. This alloHed variation in tool 
fcn·ces due to changing soil conditions to be minimized. 
Othet· factors included in the tool bar design are maintain-
ance of a constant depth, velocity measurement, and tool 
force measur·e.ment. 
The simp lest- fr·ame to satisfy the requir~ements was 
UH'ee-poi nt hitch mounted with the tools mounted side by 
side. To allow the tools to act independently, the width of 
Ute fr·ame was deter·mined by a suggested minimwn distance be-
tween tools of 2.5 times the depth of tillage <Gill and Van-
den Ber·g, 1968 >. When the frame was first tested, the 
I ater·al force on the disk caused the frame to pull at an 
angle. To over·come this pr·oblem, a stabilizer disk was 
added facing the opposite direction of the test disk. Both 
disks were then mounted far enough behind the other tools so 
the soil displacanent wave caused by the disks would not in-
tet·fet·e with the other tools. 
Au analysis was perfor·med to determine frame member 
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size. Estimates for forces acting on the tillage tools were 
made fr-·01o data in literature. A ntaximum of 4.8 kN was used 
for· Lhe draft of the chisel and sweep < ASAE, 1984a). Haxi-
nu.un estimated draft for the rolling coulter was 3.6 kN <Fer·-
guson, 1970 >. Disk draFt of 1 .8 kN and lateral force of 1 • 4 
kN wer·e used <Kepner·, Bainer, and Bar·ger, 1972>. Str·ess 
ana] ysis using these for·ces resulted in a 76 mm x 76 mm x 6 
rmn squar·e tube fr~ame member. This mass was not sufficient 
l o counlet·act the estimated ver·tical forces. Therefore, a 
final member· size of 76 mm x 51 nun bar· was used. F.igm·e 1 
shows t.he e:ompleLed fr-·ame. 
Fi gm·es 2 and 3. 
Fr~ame di1nensions ar•e shown in 
Oepth of tillage was varied with the thr·ee-point hitch 
of the tr·ac tot~. To maintain a constant depth for each test 
r·m1, two 15.2 em x 22.9 em tires were placed at each corner· 
of the f1··ame. Tir·es were mounted so depth could be changed 
(Figut~ 4>. Eight tires were originally used to minimize 
sinkage of tir·es into the soil~ After inital tests, the 
ius ide r·ear tit··es were removed because they were r·iding on 
Stlil displaced by the disks causing the dis~s to operate at 
a depth shall ower· than the other· tools o 
Velocity of tillage was maintained by the tr·actor· and 
moui tot·ed using a fifth wheel attached to the fr·ame. A 45 
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Fig~~r ·e 4. Adjustiug Height. of Gage Wh(~els 
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tooth spr·ocket was fixed to the fifth wheel hub with a Di-
Mag Digital #58423 magnetic sensor manufactured by the Elec-
tr·o Corp. mounted adjacent to the sprocket as shown in 
Figure 5. Using sensitivity curves for· the sensor, the 
r~equired gap between the sensor pole and the gear teeth was 
set at. 0.127 mm so velocities in the range of 4.0 km/h to 
0.7 km/h could be measured. 
Jq~:~1. §..l!.EHdm ... ~!ld For·ce Measurement 
Using estimated values of for·ces act~.ing on the tools, 
au aual ysi s was per·formed to select tool shank sizes. Shank 
di.meusi.ons for the chisel, SHeep and coulter· were 1.91 em by 
'7.62 Clll. Shank dimensions for the disk were 5.08 c.n1 by 7.62 
em. The lar·ger shank size was needed for the disk to resist 
the added lateral for·ce. 
Dt·a ft and vertical force acting on each tool were pre-
dicted using strain gage br·idge voltage measurements. Gages 
used wer·e type CEA-06-125UW-350 manu:factured by Hicro-Mea-
sm·ements Gt"oup, Inc. Gages were configured so one bridge 
measm·ed dt~aft and another measured the vertical for~ce on 
each shank. Effects due to forces other than those of con-
shler·at ion were eliminated by gage placement. The proce-
dur-es used to mount the strain gages were outlined in M.:..Liue 
Accessories Instruction Bulletin B-137-11 <Micro-Measure-
ments., 1979). Figure 6 shows gage configuration on the tool 
shanks. The output voltage, V0 , and the strain in the 
tCK)l shank at the location of the gages along their princi-

















Figure 6. Arrangement o£ Strain Gages on Tool Shanks 
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pal axes, E , are related according to the following equa-
tion: 
V0 = Vi*F*E*n/4 ( 1 ) 
Wher·e Vi is the input voltage to the bridge, F is the gage 
factor· and n is the number of active arms in the stt•ain gage 
bt• i dge ( Mic r·o-Measur~ments, 1982). For the gages used, F was 
2.0£L The value of n for the draft bridges was four· and two 
fot· t.he ver·tical fm·ce bridgess The input volt:,age lo the 
sl.t·ain gage br·idges was •10 VDC. Using beam theory and the 
maximwn estimated forces, the theoretical str·ains can be 
calculated. Table I lists the maximwn strain in each tool 
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Using equation ( 1) and the maximum expected value c:>f 
str·ain, the maximwn strain gage br·idge output val tage expec-
ted is •8.74 mVDC for +10 VDC input. 
Fot·ce and velocity data were gathered and stored using 
an AIM 65 micro-computer' based data logger. ( Swruners, Batch-
el det· ~ and Lambert, 1984 >. The data logger has an analog to 
digital conver·t.er, ·A/D. capable of converting the analog 
vol t.age signals from the force measuring str·ain gage bridges 
to digital output. Output fr·om the A/D board was address 
selected as the high byte of the original twelve bit word. 
The AID boar·d was configured to measure a f'ull scale voltage 
of _!:1 0 mVDC- Output. signals from the strain gage br·idges 
wet·e used as input signals to the A/D board. Comparing the 
maximum expected output voltages of the bridges with lhe 
maximum input voltages to the A/D board, it was determined 
that the A/D board was capable of measuring the strain gage 
bt• i dge outputs for· the maximum expected tool for·ces. 
The ~10 mVDC input to the A/D board ~orresponded to a 
1·eading of 4080 for the high byte of the twelve bit output 
woad. Using this r·elationship to determine a value for V0 
ft·01n t.he A/D boar··d r~eadi ng and equation ( 1 ) to calculate 
Lool shank strain fr~om the value of V0 , the forces acting 
ou the t:ool could have been calculated using beam theor·y. 
Considerable errors may be included in the calculated 
fon~es due to mater~ial in the shanks not behaving as as-
22 
stmted, nonsymmetr·ical bending of shanks, improper· placement 
and a] i grunent of gages and the br·· idges not. being pur·ely 
tempet ·a ture compensated. Therefore, the tool shanks were 
ca] ibt·at.ed to compensate for possible err·or·s. 
Calibr·ation was per·formed by reading the output fr·om 
the A/D board during loading and unloading of each tool 
shauk. Load incr·ements of 670 Jtl wer·e appl led up to a maxi-
nmm load appr·oximately equal to the maximum force expected 
on t.he tool. Plots of draft and vertical for·ce versus the 
A/D output. for· each tool are shown in Figures 7 through 14. 
Reg~·ession equations for each tool corr·esponding to the line 
ou the Figures ar··e listed in Table I I along with strain gage 
hr· i dge t·esol utions u A positive draft acts in the opposite 
d iTec l: ion of ll·avel and a positive vertical force acts 
Om·i11g the field tests, measurements were made at a 
sampling ft•equency of 814 Hz. This was the maxirnum frequen-
ey at which the data logger· could collect data. Appendix A 
lists the machine language subroutine used by the AIM 65 ~o 
co] lect the for·ce and velocity measurements. Appendix B 
lists the BASIC computer program used to average the -force 
measurements into one value for each force component per 
tool per plot. This progr·am also stores the force and velo-
city data on cassette tape. The machine language program to 
b·ansfe1· the data from the cassette tape to the Oklahoma 




























































1600 1900 2200 2500 
A/0 READING 
r rlrfl -, rT rrr I rrrrrrr-.o-i '1 
2800 3100 3400 





















0 -f + ~ 
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2340 2350 2360 2370 2380 
RID READING 
















2400 2500 2600 2700 
AID READING 
2600 



















2380 2390 2400 
A/0 READING 
2410 

















2140 2170 2200 2230 
AID READING 
2260 























1700 1710 1720 
A/0 READING 
















FORCE <kN> = A + Bx 
A B Res. 
< kN > 
-13.52 0.008 .:!: • 004 
345.91 0.115 _:!:.055 
-5.93 0.003 .:!: • 002 
229.37 -0.097 _:!:.049 
-18.00 0.007 .:!:-004 
262.42 -0.109 .:!: • 055 
-44.94 0.021 ..!,.011 













The experiment was per·formed using an exper·imental 
design based on theories of similitude <Murphy, 1950). The 
advantage of using a similitude approach is that fewet~ 
obser·vations ar·e needed to determine the relationship 
between tool forces and cone index. The first step in a 
dimensional analysis is to determine pertinent quantities. 
Quantities needed to describe the tool-penetrometer system 
are listed in Table III. 
TABLE II I 
PERTINENT QUANTITIES AND SYHBOLS 
Par·arneter· 
Cone index 






















Acceler~ation of gravity was added so dimensional homogeneity 
of dimensionless terms could be maintained. Utilization of 
Buckingham's Pi Theorem results in the combination of the 




IT2 = (3) 
L*g 
L 
IT3 = (4) 
D 
whet·e IT 1 = f< IT 2 , H3 ). Velocity was used to vary IT2 
and IT3 was varied by changing the depth of tillage. Val- , 
ues of velocity used to design the experiment were 4.0, 5.6, 
7.1 and 0.7 km/h. Design values of depth wer·e 5.1, 10.2, 
15M2 and 20.3 em. These velocities and depths were selected 
to c;ovea· the range of velocity and depth used for most til-
l age npet·ations. 
Field tests were performed at Lake Car·l Blackwell Ex-
pet·imental Range Area, Stillwater Oklahoma. Cone index data 
wer·e eollected from January 14 to Januar·y 18, 1985.. For•ce 
data were collected on JanuaJ;"'Y 19, 1985. Air temperature 
r·auged from 0 oc to 7. 2 oc. 
Experimental plots were ar·ranged in a randomized com-
plete block design. Each plot consisted of one combination 
34 
of depth and velocity. This resulted in sixteen plots. 
Each gt~up of plots, block, was then replicated six times. 
Due l.o space limitations, four blocks were placed in one 
field and the remaining two blocks were placed in a second 
field. Figures 15 and 16 show the layout of plots. Plot 
size was determined by the width of the'frame and the 
mininmm length needed to collect data. These specifications 
t·esulted in plots 3.1 m wide and 12.2 m long .. 
Soil type for the four replicatins shown in Figure 15 
was Pulaski fine sandy loa~o. This field had not been tilled 
in a minitown of t.hr·ee years. The field surface had a cover 
of cheat, Mhich was growing, and bluestem. Soil type for 
Lhe two blocks shown in Figure 16 was Mclain silt loam. A 
sweep plow had been used to till this field approximately 
one year pt·ior to testing. The surface of this field also 
had a cover of growing cheat and dead bluestem. 
Hoisture content of the soil was high, but it was not 
above the range where most tillage is done. Soil moisture 
content and dry bulk density for each plot are listed in 
Appendix 0. 
Cone index data were taken at six locations in each 
plot. Cone index data were collected using a tractor 
mounted, hydraulically oper·at.ed, digital recording soil 
penetrometer system developed by Riethmuller, Batchelder, 
and, Bloome < 1982>. Data from these six locations Mere 
avet·aged r·esul ling in one value of cone index for each 20 mm 
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Figm~e 15. Arrangement of' Blocks One through Four 
w 
(JI 
16 9 12 I II 5 15 8 4 3 7 2 13 6 10 14 BLOCK 6 
~ 
--- --
2 13 6 14 3 16 12 I 8 7 15 9 4 II 5 10 BLOCK 5 
Figur·e 16. Arrangement of Blocks Five and Six 
w 
"' 
i udt:~x per· plot by deler'lllining an integrated aver·age ~ using 
the r·ectangular r·ule., over· the depth of tillage.· 
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After· cone index data were collected, draft and 
ver·l::.ical fot·ce measurements were collected while operating 
at Lhe specified depth and velocity. For ease in perfm~ming 
t.he experiment, all operations of equal depth were performed 
at one time. Since two for·ce measurements were taken in 
each plot for each tool, two values of rr1 exist for each 
plot. 
The first three depths were completed for the four-· rep-
lications shoHn in Figure 15. The first two depths were 
co.mplet.ed for the two replications shown in Figure 16. Data 
co] lection stopped here because of data logger pr··oblems 
t~aused by the cold weat.her·. It was determined that suffi-
e:ienl. dat·a had been collected to conduct. the analysis. 
After the data were gathered, depth of tillage was 
measua·ed. Depth was measured using the ground sur·face in 
the gage wheel track as the zero r·efer·ence. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
For·ce data collected during field tests are listed in 
Appendix E and cone index, velocity and depth data are 
listed in Appendix F. Equations (3) and <4> were used to 
ca1culate IT2 and '3 using these data. Three different 
expr··essions for· IT1 can be considered. These are::: 
F 
CI*L*D 
To deter"llli ne the best form of IT1 , correlation rnatrices 
wer·e for·med between the thr·ee forms of IT1 and the other 
t.wo II·- terms. Correlations betw~n IT 1 and IT2 and between 
IT 1 and TI3 ar·e listed in Tables IV, V and VI. The form 
of rr, selected was the one having the highest correlation 
with IT2 and IT3. The form of rr1 used in the remainder 
of the analysis is equation (5). Values of IT1, IT2 and 
IT3 are listed in Appendix G. 
The functional relationship between IT1 and IT2 is de-






CORRELATIONS BETWEEN IT -TERMS AND IT1 
FOR DRAFT AND VERTICAL FORCE 
CALCULATED BY EQUATION (5) 
Tool For·ce 
IT2 
Component:. · Depth 1 Depth 2 Depth 3 Vel. 1 Vel. 2 
Chisel draft 0 •. 065 0.367 0.340 0.814 0.667 
ver-·tlcal -0.189 -0.338 -0.432 0.918 0.874 
Sweep dr~aft -0.111 0.231 0.308 0.885 0.840 
vertical 0.066 -0.066 -0.544 0.722 0.518 
Coulter draft -0.081 0.236 -0.224 0.803 0.607 
vertical 0.273 0.170 -0.350 0.859 0.762 
Disk draft 0.044 0.362 0.053 0.783 0.837 























CORRELATIONS BETWEEN II-TERMS AND 
FOR DRAFT AND VERTICAL FORCE 
CALCULATED BY EQUATION (6) 
Tool Force 
n2 
Component Depth 1 Depth 2 Depth 3 Vel. 1 
Chisel draft 0.065 0.367 0.340 -0.631 
ver·tical -0.189 -0.338 -0.432 0.766 
Sweep dt~aft -0.111 0.231 0~308 -0.488 
ver·tical 0.066 -0.066 -0.544 0.827 
Caul t.et' draft -0.081 0.236 -0.224 -0.062 
ver·tical 0.273 0.170 -0.350 -0.010 
Disk dr·aft 0.044 0.362 0.053 -0.506 
ver·ti.cal -o .133 0.141 -0.084 -0.661 
rrl 
n3 
Vel. 2 Vel. 3 
-0.689 -0.679 





























CORRELATIONS BETWEEN IT-TERMS ANDIT1 
FOR DRAFT AND VERTICAL FORCE 
CALCULATED BY EQUATION (7) 
rr2 rr3 
Depth 1 Depth 2 Depth 3 Vel. 1 Vel. 2 
0.065 0.367 0.340 0.410 0.212 
-0.189 -0.338 -0.432 0.890 0.796 
-0.111 0.231 0.308 0.685 0.609 
0.066 -0.066 -0.544 0.798 0.654 
-0.081 0.236 -0.224 0.665 0.473 
0.273 0.170 -0.350 0.527 0.436 
0.044 0.362 0.053 0.349 0.307 
-0.133 0.141 -0.084 0.091 -0.388 












changed ln II3 was depth of tillage. However, the ac.tual 
depths of tillage were not equal to the design values. Ta-
ble VII shows the actual values and design values of depth. 
TABLE VII 
ACTUAL VALUES AND DESIGN VALUES OF DEPTH 












*The fourth depth was omitted from the 
experiment because the temperature dropped 
below the operational limits of the data 
logger. 
The r~elationship between II1 and II3 is determined by 
holding II2 constant. The variable used to vary II2 was 
velocity. The velocity was to be maintained by the tractor. 
Due to changing soil conditions and depths of tillage the 
velocity did not remain constant for all depths. Therefore, 
the r-elationship between II 1 and II3 was determined for each 
gear the tractor was operated in. 
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Gr·aphs of II 1 ver·sus II2 and II1 versus II 3 were made 
( Fi gur·es 17 th:t·ough 32) for both forces acting on each tool. 
Rega·ession equations were developed for each lt1 versus lt2 
and II1 versus II3 using an !Btl PC and Plotrax 2 by Engineer-
ing Science, Inc. This regression analysis software was 
used because it offered an easy wasy to fit the data to sev-
er•al different mathematical models. Based on the coeffi-
cient of determination, the models which best explained the 
var•iance are linear· relationships for both II 1 versus IT 2 and 
II1 versus IT3. The equations are of the form: 
IT1 = A + BIT2 
IT 1 ·- C + DII 3 
(8) 
(9) 
Final regressions of the cOl'llponent equations were made using 
a general linear model procedure available in the Statisti-
cal Analysis System on the Oklahoma State University IBM 
3001 D computer'. Regression equations are listed in Tables 
VIII and IX. 
Analysis of the component equations <Tables VIII and 
IX> shows that IT1 is more highly correlated to IT2 than 
t~o IT3. Correlation coefficients for IT1 versus IT3 range 
from 0.130 to 0.920. No value greater than 0.544 is ob-
ser~ved for the correlation coefficient between IT1 and II2-
This indicates that tool forces are not strongly related to 
velocity in this analysis, but they are dependent on depth 
of tillage. The gr·aphs of' II1 versus II2 show more scatter 
at the largest value of II3 than for the other two values of 
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Figure 17. rr1 versus rr2 for the Chisel using Draft to Calculate rr1 
LEGEND 
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Figure 19. rr1 versus rr2 for the Chisel using Vertical Force to Calculate rr1 
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····+···II3=1. 0 
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Figure 23. rr1 versus rr2 for the Sweep using Vertical Force to Calculate rr1 
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Figure 26. rr1 versus rr3 for the Coulter us:ing Draft to Calculate rr1 
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Figure 28. rr1 versus rr3 for the Coulter using Vertical Force to Calculate rr1 
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Figure 29. rr1 versus rr2 for the Disk using Draft to Calculate rr1 
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Figure 32. rr1 versus rr3 for the Disk using Vertical Force to Calculate rr1 
LEGEND 
····+···· rr2=o .23 







REGRESSION OF rr1 ONTO __ rr2 
Ill = A + B rr2 
,,_ -- ·--· .. -----
Tool Force II3 A B r2 PR>F 
C0111ponent 
• • ~ ~·--" • w•-·--
Chisel draft 1 .. 0 0.696 0.006 0.004 .7746 
vertical 1.0 0.494 -0.014 0.036 .3990 
draf't 0.5 0.241 0.011 0.134 .0852 
vertical 0.5 0.055 -0.007 0.114 .1149 
dr·aft 0.4 0.209 0.006 0.116 .0948 
vertical 0.4 -0.048 -0.007 0.187 .0948 
Sweep draft 5.0 1.356 -0.075 0.012 .6236 
vertical 5.0 0.033 0.021 0.004 .7719 
draft 2.5 0.371 0.050 0.053 .2892 
vertical 2.5 -0.086 -0.006 0.004 .7637 
dr··aft 2.0 0.297 0.044 0.095 .2454 
vertical 2.0 -0.054 -0.035 0.296 .0292 
61 
TABLE VIII <Continued> 
, ..... "·-··--
Tool Force n3 A B r2 Pr>F 
Ctlmponent 
- - - - -· -~-----
Coulter draf't 10.5 5.576 -0.940 0.007 .7186 
vertical 10.5 0.375 0.216 0.075 .2188 
draf't 5.25 1. 300 0.368 0.056 .2775 
vertical 5.25 0.028 0.038 0.029 .4369 
draft "1·.2 0.896 -0.238 0.050 .4050 
vertical 4.2 0.225 -0.277 0.123 .1838 
Oisk dr'aft. 10.5 1.120 0.060 0.002 .8466 
vertical 10.5 0.615 -o .195 Ob018 .5546 
draf't 5.25 0.342 0.187 0.131 .0900 
vertical 5.25 0.301 0.048 0.020 .5219 
dr·aft 4.2 0.383 0.021 0.003 .8451 
vertical 4.2 0.242 -0.025 0.007 .7574 
~·· ~ _ .. _ ---··-·-
62 
63 
TABLE IX <Continued> 
~' ~M< - *•'•~-·~·~~~-~----·---· 
Tool Force 112 c D r-2 PR>F 
Component 
~ ----·- -~ ..,. _______ 
Coulter· draft 0.23 -2.343 0.745 0.644 .0003 
vertical 0.23 -0.212 0.063 0.738 .0001 
draft 0.45 -2.245 0.682 0.369 .0126 
vertical 0.45 -0.336 0.080 0.581 .0006 
dr~aft 0.68 -2.359 Oc757 0.604 .0007 
ver·tical 0.68 -o .115 0.043 0.427 .0082 
draft 1.00 -1.849 0.646 0.440 .0071 
vertical 1.00 -0.564 0.118 0.691 .0001 
Disk draft 0.23 -0.269 0.142 0.613 .0006 
vertical 0.23 -0.041 0.065 0.399 .0115 
draft 0.45 -o .133 0.107 0. 701 .0001 
ver-tical 0.45 0.233 0.012 0.017 .6285 
dr·aft 0.68 -0.229 0.141 0.849 .0001 
vertical 0.68 0.077 0.043 0.128 .1898 
draft 1 .00 -0.060 0.114 0.565 .0012 
vertical 1.00 0.107 0.038 0.201 .0938 
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depth of tillage. The scatter at this value of IT3 is caused 
by uneveness in the ground.surface and most likely by the 
r·oot system of the weed cover on the field. 
Because the component equations are linear in arithme-
tic coor·dinates,- they combine additively. The final form of 
the pr·ediction equation is: 
<10) 
The pa·ediction equations for both dr·aft and vertical force 
on each tool ar~e listed in Table X. The chisel exhibits the 
highest correlation between IT-ter-ms when the vertical force 
acting on the chisel is used as the force for calculating 
IT1. The coefficient of determination for this relation-
ship is Oo727. The disk exhibits the worst correlation be-
t.ween IT -terms when the disk vertical force is used to 
calculate IT1. Coef£icient of determination for this rela-
tionship is 0.154. 
Another source of variation in addition to ground cover 
and sm·face roughness is the tillage history of each field. 
Analysis of the IT -terms listed in Appendix G reveals that 
IT3 tends to be larger for replications five and six. This 
is due to smaller values of cone index for for these two 
t·eplications. Since the observed forces acting on the til-
lage tools were equal for all six replications it appears 
that these forces were more dependent on field surface cover 
than on soil properties. This indicates that the list of 
pertinent quantities was not sufficient to describe the 




Ill = E + FII2 + Grr3 
_.,_ ~-~---- .. 
Tool Force E F G r2 PR>F 
Componenet 
-·~ .. ···- --·--
Chisel draft -o .145 0.007 0.831 0.628 .0001 
vertical -0.348 -0.009 0.817 0.727 .0001 
Sweep draft -0.323 0.001 0.317 0.724 .0001 
vertical -0.215 -0.004 0.055 0.266 .0001 
Coulter draft -2.028 -0.267 0.705 0.495 .0001 
ver·tical -0.314 0.012 0.076 0.565 .0001 
Disk draft -0.227 0.091 '0 .126 0.652 .0001 
ver·tical 0.130 -0.056 0.039 0.154 s0079 
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A polynomial regression was done to deter"tnine if any 
cot·•·elation between cone index and t.illage tool force ex-
Jsts. Only the first order equation was statisticaly sig-
llificant. These equations are listed in Table XI. Analysis 
of t~hese equations shows that no more than 30 percent of the 
var~iatiou in tool force is explained by the change in cone 
index. This indicates that the initial assumption, soil 
proper~ties affect cone index and tool forces similarly, is 
not valid and a measurement of dra-ft or vertical force act-
ing on the tillage tools tested cannot be used to predict 
cone index for conditions as tested. 
TABLE XI 
REGRESSION EQUATION 
F = H + J(CI> 
... --,··-·-----· ---·-- -v-~----
Too] Force 
Component H J r2 PR<F 
- .. ~-~----··-¥·~·- ·-· 
Chisel draft 98.93 26.39 0.296 .0001 
vertical 735.38 -20.09 Oo233 .0001 
Sweep draft 445.97 31.37 0.251 .0001 
vertical 327.59 -16.50 0.250 .0001 
Coulter~ dr~aft 4135.81 24.66 0.020 .2726 
vertical 260.11 2.04 0.001 .8548 
Disk dr·aft 242.45 38.74 0.234 .0001 
vertical 101 .48 24.43 0.175 .0008 
•~• ><> ~· ~w ·~-• __ ..._ ______ -HW ....._._ 
·-·-----~ 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Equations were developed to predict soil cone index 
fr~om tillage tool forces in order to determine the feasibi-
lity of using a tillage tool as a mobile penetrometer. Pre-
diction equations were developed for four different tillage 
tools using draft and vertical force. Tools used were a 
chisel, sweep, rolling coulter, and disk. Literature indi-
cates per·tinent variables are velocity, depth of tillage, 
and characteristic length of the tool. The range of velo-
cities and depths used in this research covers the range of 
velocities and depths used in most tillage operations. Soil 
pt•oper·t.ies wet'e omitted from this analysis based on the 
assumption that they affect tool for·ces and cone index simi-
] at·ly ~ Cone index data were collected at six locations in 
each plot pr·ior to force measurement. A single value of 
cone index was calculated by averaging data from the six lo-
cations together and determining an integrated average over 
the depth of tillage. Experimental data were then combined 
into three IT-terms. The functional relationship between the 
three IT-terms was determined for each tool. A regression 
was also performed to determine if a direct correlation ex-
ists between tool forces and cone index. 
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Conclusions derived £rom this research are: 
1. For the chisel, sweep, coulter, and disk tested, it 
is not feasible to predict cone index from tool for·ces for 
soil with high moisture content and sur£ace cover. 
2. The pertinent quantities, cone index, force, velo-
city, deptlt, and characteristic length did not adequately 
describe the tool-penetrometer systems. 
3. Analysis o£ the developed prediction equations 
indicates: 
A. Tool forces are highly correlated to depth of 
t~illage. 
B. Corr~elation between tool forces and velocity o£ 
tillage is low for high soil moisture conditions. 
C. Tool forces and soil cone index are poorly correla-
l:ed fm· the conditions tested. 
D. The assumption that soil pr~operties affect tool 
for·ees and cone index similar·ly is not valid for the condi-
tions tested. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH 
Further research should be conducted in three areas: 
1. Different field conditions 
2. Different tools 
3. Soil-cone index relationships 
Relationships between tool forces and cone index should 
be investigated for soil with no ground cover and a lower 
moisture content. This will allow prediction equations to 
cover a more complete range of tillage operating conditio.ns. 
Ot.taer tools might provide a better correlation between 
fot·ces and cone index. One tool which should be tested is a 
hcn-izontal penetrometer. This would be the standard cone 
mounted horizontally and operated at some depth in the soil 
parallel with the soil surface. 
Studies should be conducted to increase knowledge 
about soil cone index. Currently, interpretation of cone 
index as a measur-ement of soil strength can only be made 
f Ol' p1u·e clay or sand. 
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APPENDIX A 
MACHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINE 
FOR DATA COLLECTION 
Data Storage Locations 
Force Data Starts at 5000 <Hex> 20480 <Decimal> 
Ends at 67FF <Hex> 26623 < Dec~imal > 
$5000 Chisel Vertical 
$5001 Chisel Draft 
$5002 Sweep Vertical 
$5003 Sweep Draft 
$5004 Coulter Vertical 
$5005 Coulter Draft 
$5006 Disk Vertical 
$5007 Disk Draft 
$5008 Chisel Vertical 
$5009 Chisel Draft 
$500A Sweep Vertical 
$500B Sweep Draft 
$500C Coulter· Vertical 
$500D .Coulter· Draft 
$500E Disk Vertical 
$50 0F Disk Draft 
Etc. 
High RPM count sl~ored at 6800 <Hex> 26624 <Decimal> 
Low RPM count stor·ed at 6801 <Hex> 26625 (Decimal) 
Computer Pr·ogram 
() ·a 'd 
~ ~ <!.) 
~ & 
., .... _ -"-- --·-- -----·-------------·-----
A9 7F 






DISABLE VIA TIMER 
INTERRUPTS 
74 
7205 A9 00 LDA :tt$00 INPUT CONFIGURATION 
7207 8D 2290 STA $9022 PORT B 
720A A9 20 LDA #$20 SET BIT 5 FOR PULSE 
COUNTING 
•t20C 8D 2B90 STA $902B ACR FOR VIA TIMER 2 
<COUNTS NEG. PULSES> 
?20F A9 FF LDA :tt$FF LOW BYTE FOR TIMER 2 
7211 8D 2890 STA $9028 ADDRESS FOR LOW BYTE 
'7214 A9 FF LDA :tt$FF HIGH BYTE FOR TIMER 
/COUNTER 2 
7216 8D 2990 STA $9029 HIGH BYTE ADDRESS, STARTS 
DEC. RPM COUNT 
7219 A9 00 LDA #$00 BAL FOR DATA ADDRESSING 
'121B 05 EO STA EO ADDRESS FOR BAL 
721D A9 50 LDA #$50 BAH FOR DATA ADDRESSING 
721F 85 E1 STA $E1 ADDRESS FOR BAH 
'7221 A9 03 LDA #$03 SET INDEX FOR 3 DATA 
SETS PER PLOT 
7223 B5 E6 STA $E6 STORE INDEX AT $00E6 
7225 A9 01 D LDA #$01 "DATA" COUNT <BLOCKS 
OF 256.,DECIMAL> 
7227 85 E2 STA $E2 ADDRESS FOR WDATA" INDEX 
7229 AO 00 LDY #$00 ZERO Y REGISTER FOR DATA 
ADDRESS INDEXING 
722B A2 00 A LDX #$00 SET DATA INDEX TO 100 
722D A9 00 B LDA #$00 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
ONE 
722F 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
723? A9 01 LDA #$01 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
TWO 
·1234 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
7237 A9 02 LDA #$02 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
THREE 
'1239 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
'7:.23C A9 03 LDA #$03 SET HUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
FOUR 
723E 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
7241 A9 04 LDA #$04 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
FIVE 
'12·1 ~l 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
7246 A9 05 LDA #$05 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
SIX 
'7:?4B 20 0073 .JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
7248 A9 06 LDA :N:$06 SET MUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
SEVEN 
724D 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
72~)0 A9 07 LDA #$07 SET HUX CHANNEL TO FORCE 
75 
EIGHT 
7252 20 0073 JSR FR GO TO FORCE READING 
SUBROUTINE 
'1255 CA DEX 
7256 DO D5 BNE B GO TO B IF 100 FORCE SETS 
NOT TAKEN 
7258 C6 E2 DEC $E2 
7t~5A DO CF BNE A GO TO A IF NOT ENOUGH 
DATA BLOCKS TAKEN 
'725C A9 02 LOA #$02 DELAY PARAMETERS 
'125E 85 E9 STA $E9 
?260 A9 00 M LOA #$00 
'7262 85 E7 STA $E7 
7264 A9 00 L LOA :tl:$00 
7266 85 E8 STA $E8 
7268 C6 E8 K DEC $E8 
'726A DO FC BNE K 
726C C6 E7 DEC $E7 
726E DO F4 BNE L 
72'70 C6 E9 DEC $E9 
'7272 DO EC BNE l1 END OF DELAY 
'12'74 C6 E6 DEC $E6 
'/276 DO AD BNE D 
72'70 AD 2990 LDA $9029 READ RPM COUNTER HIGH 
ORDER BYTE 
72?8 91 EO STA [$EOJ.Y STORE DATA 
'72'1D 20 9073 ... JSR AI DATA ADDRESS INCREASING 
SUBROUTINE 
'1200 AD 2890 LOA $9028 READ RPM COUNTER LOW 
ORDER BYTE 
7203 91 EO STA [$EOJ, Y STORE DATA 
720fl 60 RTS 
7300 80 FA9F FR STA $9FFA SET MUX CHANNEL 
'7303 A9 00 LDA #$00 
'1305 8D OBAO STA $AOOB ACR SET FOR ONE TIME 
PULSE ON TIMER 2 
7300 A9 26 LOA -#$26 LOW ORDER BYTE OF TIME 
<CLOCK CYCLES> 
730A 80 08AO STA $A008 LOW ORDER BYTE ADDRESS 
7300 A9 00 LDA #$00 HIGH ORDER BYTE OF TIME 
730F 80 09AO STA $A009 HIGH ORDER BYTE ADDRESS, 
START TIMER 2 
7312 A9 20 LOA #$20 SET BIT 5 OF ACCUMULATOR 
7314 2C ODAO E BIT $AOOD TEST TIME OUT SIGNAL 
731'7 FO FB BEQ E TEST AGAIN IF NOT SET YET 
7319 AD 08AO LDA $A008 CLEAR TIMER 2 TIME OUT 
SIGNAL 
731C 80 FB9F STA $9FFB START A/D CONVERSION 
731F A9 02 LDA #$02 START OF 26*E-6 SECOND 
DELAY 
73~~1 85 E4 STA $E4 
'1.323 C6 E4 F DEC $E4 
'1325 DO FC BNE F END OF DELAY LOOP 
732? EA NOP 
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'/::120 EA NOP 
'73~~9 EA NOP END OF DELAY 
732A AD FF9F LDA $9FFF READ DATA 
'1320 91 EO STA [$EOJ,Y STORE DATA 
732F 20 9073 JSR AI DATA ADDRESS INCREASING 
SUBROUTINE 
'7:33~~ 60 RTS 
'7390 18 AI CLC CLEAR CARRY 
7391 A5 EO LOA $EO ADL OF DATA ADDRESS 
7393 69 01 ADC #$01 INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
7395 05 EO STA $EO STORE DATA ADL 
'7397 A5 E1 LDA $E1 ADH OF DATA ADDRESS 
7399 69 00 ADC #$00 INCREMENT ADL IF 
NECESSAARY 
'/:198 05 E1 STA $E1 STORE DATA ADH 
7390 60 RTS 
APPENDIX B 
BASIC PROGRAM FOR DATA 
MANIPULATION 
Variable Description 
A 1 $( 1 ) - A5$( 3) 
M1 ·-- MO 
= computer· display variable names 



















= dummy variable name for contputer· display 
= display line number· 
= the letter "S" 
= zeroing subroutine for·ce name 
·- block and tr-eatment number· 
- dummy variable 
= chisel vertical force 
- ehisel draft 
- sweep vertical force 
-- sweep draft 
= coulter· vertical force 
-- caul ter draft 
= disk vertical force 
= disk draft 
= velocity in rev/s 
- velocity in cm/s 
= dwnmy var··iable name 
= repeat test variable name 
Computer Program 
1 0 POKE 4 , 1 76 
20 POKE 5,222 
30 A1$(1 >="THIS IS CRAIG'S FORCE DATA PROGRAM " 
40 A1$<2>="START OF DATA AQUISTION " 
50 A 1 $( 3 >="ENTER REP AND TRT AS XXX •• 
60 A1$(4>="PRESS S TO START DATA COLLECTION " 
70 A1$(5)="DO YOU WANT TO MAKE ANOTHER TEST? <Y/N) " 
80 A1$(6)=" " 
90 A 1 $( 7 )=:"'ENTER TAPE FILE NAtiE AS XX •• 
100 A2$(1 >="CHIS VERT=" 
110 A2$<2>=" CHIS DRAFT=" 
120 A2$<3>=" " 
77 
1 30 A3$( 1 >==••swEEP VERT=•• 
140 A3$<2)=" SWEEP DRAFT=" 
150 A3$<3>=" " 
160 A4$(1 >="COLT VERT" 
170 A4$(2)=" COLT DRAFT=" 
100 A4$(4l=" TRT=" 
190 A5$(1 >="DISC VERT=" 
200 A5$(2)=" DISC DRAFT=" 
21 0 A5$< 3 >=•• S='" 
220 M1=116.5 

















·400 GOSIJB 1880 
-:t10 AA$==A1$(6l 
420 ZL=1 
4::30 GOSUB 1880 




4BO GOSUB 1880 
·t90 AA$=A 1 $( 7 l 
~500 ZL=1 
510 GOSUB 1880 
520 INPUT A$ 
530 POKE 42030~ASC<LEFT$(A$,1 >> 
540 POKE 42031,ASC<LEFT$(A$,2,1 )l 
550 POKE 42010,0 
560 POKE 42011,112 
570 POKE 42012,46 
580 POKE 42013,112 
590 FOR J=O TO 7 
600 POKE 40954~J 
610 FOR I=O TO 100 
620 NEXT I 
630 POKE 40955,0 
640 FOR I=O TO 100 
6!:m NEXT I 
655 P<J>=O 
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656 FOR ,J,J=1 TO 100 
bbO P<J>=P<J>+PEEK<40959> 
661 NEXT J,J 
662 P<J>=P(J)/100 
670 NEXT J 
600 AA$=A1$(3) 
690 ZL=1 
700 GOSUB 1880 
710 INPUT R'f$ 
720 AA$=A1$(6) 
730 GOSUB 1880 
740 AA$=A1$(4) 
750 ZL==O 
'760 GOSUB 1880 
770 GET A$: IF AS<>"S" GOTO 770 
700 AA$=A1$(2) 
790 Zl.=O 
000 GOSUB 1880 
010 POKE 4,0 
020 POKE 5,114 
H30 ZV=USR<WD> 
040 POKE 4,176 
B50 POKE 5,222 
H60 AA$=A1$(6) 
fl70 ZL-=-0 
000 GOSUB 1880 
090 PRINT •• DONE .. 









990 NEXT I 
1000 CV=M1*<FI/768-P(0)>*16 










1110 IF LEN<CV$><2 THEN CV$=" "+CV$ 
1120 IF l.EN<CV$)(3 THEN CV$=•• ""+CV$ 
1130 IF LENCCV$)(4 THEN CV$=" "+CV$ 
1131 IF LEN<CV$)(5 THEN CVS=" "+CV$ 
1140 CD$=STR$(1NT<CD+.5)l 
1150 IF LEN<CD$)<2 THEN CD$=" "•CD$ 
7'9 
1160 IF LEN<CD$)(3 THEN CD$=ft "+CD$ 
1170 IF LEN<CD$)<4 THEN CD$=" "+CD$ 
1171 IF LEN<CD$><5 THEN CD$=" "+CD$ 
1100 SV$=STRS<JNT<SV•.5>> 
1190 IF LEN<SV$1<2 THEN SV$=" "•SV$ 
1200 IF LEN<SV$)(3 THEN SV$=" "+SV$ 
121 0 IF LEN< SV$ >< 4 THEN SV$==•• ""•SV$ 
1211 IF LEN<SV$)(5 THEN SV$=" "•SV$ 
1220 SDS=STR$(INT<SD+.5ll 
1~30 IF LEN<SD$)(2 THEN SD$=" "•SD$ 
1240 IF LEN<SD$)<3 THEN SD$=" "•SD$ 
1250 IF LEN<SD$1(4 THEN SD$=" "•SD$ 
1251 IF LEN<SD$)(5 THEN SD$=" "+SD$ 
1260 WV$=STR$<INT<WV+.5)) 
1270 IF LEN<WV$)(2 THEN WV$=" "•WV$ 
1200 IF LEN<WV$)(3 THEN WV$=" "•WV$ 
12qo IF LEN<WV$1<4 THEN WV$=" "+WV$ 
1291 IF LEN<WV$)(5 THEN WV$=" "+WV$ 
1300 WD$=STRS<INT<WD+.5)) 
1~10 IF LEN<WD$)(2 THEN WD$=" "+WD$ 
1320 IF LEN<WD$)(3 THEN WD$=" "+WD$ 
1330 IF LEN<WD$)(4 THEN WD$=" "+WD$ 
1331 IF LEN<WD$)(5 THEN WD$=" "+WD$ 
1340 DVS=STRS<INT<DV+.5)) 
1350 IF LEN<DV$)(2 THEN DV$=" "+DV$ 
1360 IF LEN<DVS><3 THEN DV$=" "+DV$ 
1370 IF LEN<DV$1(4 THEN DV$=" "+DV$ 
1371 IF LEN<DV$><5 THEN DV$=" "+DV$ 
1300 DD$=STRS<INT<DD+.5)l 
1390 IF LEN<DDS><2 THEN DDS=" "•DDS 
1100 IF LEN<DD$)(3 THEN DDS=" "+DDS 
1~10 IF l.EN<DD$1<4 THEN DD$=" "•DDS 
1111 IF LEN<DDSl<5 THEN DO$=" "•DD$ 
1120 VES~STRS<lNT<VE*100+.5l/100) 
1 421 L F LEN< VE$ ><2 THEN YEs=•• ""+VE$ 
1422 IF LEN<VE$1(3 THEN VE$=" "+VE$ 
1423 IF LEN<VESl<4 THEN VE$=" "•VE$ 
1"124 IF LEN<VE$><5 THEN VE$=•• .... VE$ 
1430 FOR J=1 TO 5 
1440 POKE 28671•J,ASC<MID$(CV$,J,1 )) 
1450 POKE 28676+J,ASC<MID$(CDS,J,1 >> 
1460 POKE 28681+J,ASC<MID$(SVS,J,1 >> 
1470 POKE 28686+J,ASC<MIDS<SDS,J,1 )) 
1480 POKE 28691+J,ASC<MIDS<WVS,J,1 >> 
1490 POKE 28696+J,ASC<MIDS<WDS,J,1 )) 
1500 POKE 28701•J,ASC<MID$(DVS,J,1 )) 
1510 POKE 28706+J,ASC<MIDS<DDS,J,1 >> 
1520 POKE 28711+J,ASC<MIDS<VES,J,1 >> 
1530 NEXT J 
1531 FOR J=1 TO 3 
1532 POKE 28716•J,ASC<MIDS<RT$,J~1 )) 
15~)3 NEXT J 
1540 A6$<0>~A2$(1 >•CV$+A2$<2>•CD$+A2$(3) 
15t:i0 A6$( 1 >=A3$( 1 l+SV$+A3$( 2 l+SD$+A3$( 3) 
80 
1560 A6$(2>=A4$(1 l+WV$+A4S<2>+WD$+A4$(4)+RT$ 
1b70 A6$(3)=A5$(1 l+DV$+A5$(2)+0D$+A5$(3>•VE$ 
1500 FOR ZL=O TO 3 
1 !-)q() AA$:-:·A6$( ZL > 
1600 GOSliB 1800 
1610 NEXT ZL 
1620 POKE 4.,0 
1630 POKE 5,221 
1 6·1 0 XZ=USR< YZ ) 
16~50 FOR ZL=O TO 3 
1660 PRINT A6$(ZL> 
16"70 NEXT 































IF AT$="Y" GOTO 















1868 GOTO 680 
1870 END 
1800 FOR ZR=O TO 39 
1810 
1870 






MACHINE LANGUAGE PROGRAM FOR DATA 
TRANSFER TO MAINFRAME COMPUTER 
C) 
rl.l .gj 'd ·a 'd rl.l rl.l 
~ ~ i ~ 8 r-1 ! (l) (l) ~ & c::t: 8' 8' &1 
-···~-- ----·--
0200 A9 00 LDA fi$00 LOAD 00 INTO ACCUH. 
0202 8D 01AC STA .$AC01 RESET CHANNEL 1 OF ACIA 
0205 OD 05AC STA $AC05 RESET CHANNEL 2 OF ACIA 
0208 A9 38 LDA •$38 SET UP CONTROL REGISrER 
020A 8D 03AC STA $AC03 SETS BAUD, WORD LENGTH, 
CLOCK SOURCE, STOP BITS 
020D A9 6B LDA :ta:$68 SET UP COKMAND REGISTER 
020F 8D 020C STA $AC02 
0212 A2 co LDX :ti:$CO START DISPLAY INDEX AT 
BOTTOH LINE 
0214 A9 52 LDA #$52 ASCII R 
0216 20 7BEF JSR $EF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
0219 E8 INX INCREMENT DISPLAY INDEX 
021A A9 45 LDA #$45 ASCII E 
021C 20 7BEF JSR $EF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
021F E8 IMX INCREMEt~T DISPLAY INDEX 
0220 A9 44 LDA ~$44 ASCII D 
0222 20 7BEF JSR $EF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
0225 E8 INX INCREMENT DISPLAY INDEX 
0226 A9 49 LDA #$49 ASCI I I 
0228 20 7BEF JSR $EF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
022B E8 nne INCREMENT DISPLAY INDEX 
022C: A9 41 LDA :tt.$41 ASCII A 
022E 20 7BEF JSR SEF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
0231 E8 INX INCREMENT DISPLAY INDEX 
0232 A9 4C LDA •s4c ASCII L 
0234 20 7BEF JSR $EF7B DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
0237 20 E303 JSR DS GO TO DSR SUBROUTINE 
023A A2 co LDX •$CO SET DISPLAY INDEX TO 
START OF FOURTH LINE 
023C A9 20 LDA :Gi$20 ASCII CARRIAGE RETURN 
































































20 7BEF JSR SEF7B 
A2 00 A1 LDX #SOD 






















A6 LDA SACOO 
A3 JSR $EF7B 
JSR IN 
JHP LO 














AD 1005 C9 LDA $0510 


























SET DISPLAY LOCATION TO 
START 
GO TO DSR SUBROUTINE 
SET BIT 3 
CHECK TO SEE IF ACIA 
RDR IS FULL 
IF NOT,. GO TO WR 
IF IS, READ RDR 
83 
GO TO DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
GO TO DISPLAY INDEX 
SUBROQTINE 
GO TO LO 
GO TO DSR SUBROUTINE 
SET BIT 4 
CHECK:To SEE IF ACIA 
TDR IS FULL 
IF FO~L, GO TO WR 




COMPARE WITH NULL 
CHARACTER 
IF IS, GO TO LO 
IF NOT, COMPARE WITH A 
NEGATIVE SIGN 
IF IS, GO TO TAPE DUMP 
ROUTINE 
IF NOT, COMPARE WITH A 
SEMI-COLON 
IF NOT, GO TO D2 
IF IS, GO TO HEMEORY 
DU:MP ROUTI:tm 
COl'1PARE WITH A COLON 
IF NOT'JI GO TO C8 


















































































































































































COMPARE WITH SLASH 
IF NOT., GO TO 04 
IF IS~ LOAD ACCUM WITH 
ASCII SPACE 
84 
STORE AT LETTER LOCATION 
GO TO D3 
COMPARE WITH DEL 
IF NOT, GO TO D3 
IF IT IS, LOAD ACCUH WITH 
ASCI I EQUALS 
STORE AT LETTER LOCATION 
GO TO DSR SUBROUTINE 
GET LETTER 
SEND TO ACIA TDR 
DISPLAY LETTER 
GO TO DISPLAY INDEX 
S':JBROUTINE 
GO TO LO 
SET DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII T 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII A 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY I~DEX 
ASCI I P 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII E 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII COHHA 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII SPACE 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII N 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII A 
DISPLAY SUBROUT I i4E 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCJII M 
DISPLAY. SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY INDEX 
ASCII E 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREASE DISPLAY IRDEX 
ASCII EQUALS SIGN 
DISPLAY SUBROUTINE 
INCREMENT DISPLAY I~DEX 
READ FRO" KEYBOARD TO 
ACCUl'n 
85 
030C 20 7BEF ,JSR $EF7B DISPLAY ROUTINE 
030F E8 INX INCRE1'1ENT DISPLAY INDEX 
0310 8D 2EA4 STA $A42E PUT FIRST LETTER OF FILE 
NA1'1E IN $A42E 
0~13 20 83FE JSR $FEB3 READ FROM DEYBOARD TO 
ACCLIM 
0~~16 20 '7BEF JSR -1>EF7B DISPLAY ROUTINE 
0319 no 2FA4 STA $A42F PUT SECOND LETTER OF FII.E 
NAME IN $A42F 
o:~1 c 20 1004 ,JSR $0410 LOAD TAPE TO MEMORY 
031F ·1C 5702 JMP LO GO TO LO 
rl32~ A5 FD MD LDA $FD GET LENGTH OF LAST BLOCK 
READ FROH TAPE 
032·1 HJ CLC CLEAR CARRY 
0325 65 FE ADC $FE ADD ADL OF START OF LAST 
BLOCK 
032"1 f3D OE05 STA $050E STORE AT $050E 
oq2A A5 FF LDA $FF GET ADH OF START OF LAST 
BLOCK 
o:::~:;:~c 69 00 ADC #$00 ADD CARRY IF ANY 
032E OD 0005 STA $0500 STORE AT $0500 
0 '3~~ 1 AO 00 LDY :M$00 CLEAR y 
0333 A9 00 LDA #$00 LOAD LOW ORDER BYTE OF 
START ADDRESS 
lH35 85 00 STA $00 STORE AT $0000 
03ZW A9 70 l.DA :.tt$70 LOAD HIGH ORDER BYTE OF 
START ADDRESS 
0339 flf:_, 01 STA $01 STORE AT $0001 
03]8 A9 OB LDA #$0B $08 IN ACCUH 
OT3D BD OF05 STA $050F STORE $050F CELEVEN 
NUMBERS PER DATA LINE) 
rn·-10 ;_:o F.303 ,JSR OS GO TO OSR SUBROUTJNE 
0 ~ 'l :;~ ·=IC ~"':)703 JMP C1 GO TO C1 ON FTRST Tlt1E 
THROUGH 
n Ht:, :'?n E3n::3 EO ,1ST~ DS GO TO DSI~ SUBHOUTINE 
!l ·_{ I ') A 'I on LDA #$0<3 SET BIT 3 
U l'1B :~c 01AC BIT $AC01 CHF.CK TO SEE IF ACJA RDR 
IS FULL 
lLHE FO F6 BEQ EO IF NOT, GO TO EO 
U3ti0 AD OOAC' LOA $ACOO READ DATA FROM ACIA rmr~ 
IH!:i1 C9 20 CMP #$20 COMPARE WITH ASCI I BLANK 
035!::~. DO F.F BNE EO IF NOT, GO TO EO 
n ~~r-)'? A9 02 C1 LDA #$02 IS THIS ONE OF THE FIRST 
NINE NUMBERS 
0 :3~-)9 CD OF05 CHP $050F 
o:=w•c BO 0"-,::J BCS A2 IF NOT, GO TO A2 
035E A2 05 LOX .tt:$05 IF IS, THERE ARE n DIGITS 
nJ60 ·1C 7103 JMP C6 GO TO C6 
o:J63 A9 02 A2 LDA #$02 IS THIS THE TENTH NUMBER 
o:·~65 CD OF05 CMP $050F 
n3nO DO 05 BNE A4 IF NOT, GO TO A4 
036A A2 01 LDX #$01 IF IS THERE IS 1 DlGIT 
036C 4C 7103 JMP C6 GO TO C6 









































A9 10 C6 LDA #$10 
2C 01AC BIT $AC01 
fl6 
SET BIT 4 






BEQ C6 IF IT IS, GO TO C6 








































































































5703 JI'IP C1 
#$10 
$AC01 















SEND TO ACIA TDR 
SET BIT 4 
CHECK TO SEE IF ACIA TDR 
IS FULL 
IF IT IS. GO TO C2 
IF NOT, GO TO DSR 
SUBROUTINE 
HIGH BYTE OF CURRENT DATA 
ADDRESS 
COMPARE WITH HIGH BYTE OF 
DATA ENDING ADDRESS 
IF NOT, GO TO B3 
LOW BYTE OF CURRENT DATA 
ADDRESS 
COMPARE WITH LOW BYTE OF 
DATA ENDING ADDRESS 
IF NOT, GO TO B3 
GO TO C5 
CURRENT DATA ADL 
CLEAR CARRY 
INCREMENT DATA ADDRESS 
STORE NEXT DATA ADL 
HIGH BYTE OF CURRENT DATA 
ADDRESS 
ADD CARRY IF ANY 
STORE NEST DATA ADH 
DECREMENT BYTE COUNTER 
IF NOT ENOUGH BYTES READ, 
GO TO C6 
SET BIT 4 
CHECK TO SEE IF ACIA TDR 
IS FULL 
IF IT IS, GO TO C3 
IF NOT, GO TO DSR 
SUBROUTINE 
ASCII SPACE 
SEND TO TDR 
DECREMENT NUMBER COUNT 
IF 9 NUMBERS HAVE BEEN 
SENT, GO TO C5 
IF NOT, GO TO C1 
SET BIT 4 
CHECK TO SEE IF ACIA TDR 
IS FULL 
IF IT IS, GO TO C5 
GO TO DSR SUBROUTINE 
ASCII CARRIAGE RETURN 
SEND TO ACIA TOR 
87 
O~CE ·1C 5702 JMP LO GO TO LO 
03[)1 A9 10 BR LOA #$10 SET BIT 4 
O:'JD3 2C 01AC BIT $AC01 CHECK TO SEE IF ACIA TDR 
IS FULL 
o::mt:> FO F9 BEQ BR IF IT IS, GO TO BR 
O~Dn 20 E30:3 JSR DS IF NOT, GO TO DSR 
SUBROUTINE 
o:me A9 01 LDA #$01 ASCI I ""BREAK"" 
o--mD OD OOAC STA $ACOO SEND TO ACIA TDR 
o:~EO 4C ~W02 JMP LO GO TO LO 
0:'3E3 AD 01AC DS LDA $AC01 READ ACIA STATUS REGISTER 
O?lE6 ~q 20 AND #$20 CHECK BIT 5 TO SEE IF 
DCD IS ON 
03EU DO F9 BNE DS IF ON, GO TO OS 
03EA AD 01AC LDA $AC01 READ ACIA STATUS REGISTER 
03ED 29 40 AND #$40 CHECK BIT 6 FOR DSR ON 
03EF DO F2 BNE DS IF NOT ON, GO TO DS 
O'~F1 60 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
03F2 EO IN INX INCREMENT X 
03F3 EO 28 CPX #$28 IS DISPLAY AT END OF 
F1RST LINE 
03Ff:. FO OD BEQ 11 IF IS, GO TO 11 
03F~I EO 60 CPX #$68 IS DISPLAY AT END OF 
SECOND LINE 
o:-=JF9 FO 09 BEQ 11 IF IS, GO 11 
o.:~FB EO AO CPX #$A8 IS DISPLAY AT END OF. 
THIRD LINE 
03FD FO 05 BEQ 11 IF IS, GO TO 11 
03FF EO E8 CPX #$E8 IS DISPLAY AT END OF 
FOURTH LINE 
0·101 FO 0'7 BEQ 12 IF IS, GO TO 12 
0403 60 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAr1 
0404 BA 11 TXA MOVE X TO ACCUM 
o ·1 o~-i 10 CLC CLEAR CARRY 
0406 69 18 ADC #$18 MOVE DISPLAY INDEX TO 
START OF NEXT LINE 
0400 AA TAX MOVE X FROM ACCUM TO X 
0409 60 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
0·10A A2 00 12 LDX #$00 MOVE DISPLAY INDES TO 
START 
040C 60 RTS RETURN TO MAIN PROGRAM 
04"1 0 A9 00 LDA #$00 
IH 1 ~> 4B PHA 
041.~ 40 PHA 
{H 1·1 4C A4E3 .. JMP $E3A4 


























































































































APPENDIX D <Continued) 
Block Trt Moistus~e content Bulk density 
<X, Dr·y Basis> < g/cc) 
----· .,, ______ , ___ ------- -------------·· -----· 
4 1 19.9 2.04 
2 21.7 1 .86 
3 18.3 2.18 
4 18.9 2.44 
5 21 .5 2.21 
6 20.9 1.50 
7 19.3 2.10 
8 20.6 1.86 
9 20.6 2. 01 
10 19.2 2.08 
11 20.7 1.99 
12 21 .3 2.26 
5 1 23.2 2.38 
2 21.6 2.27 
3 23.6 1.65 
4 ·25.4 1.62 
5 24.2 1.94 
6 24.0 2.28 
7 22.8 2.42 
8 23.6 1.98 
6 1 21.0 1.85 
2 20.7 2.12 
3 20.0 2.07 
4· 20.7 1 .87 
5 20.2 2.09 
6 19.8 2.04 
7 19.4 2.04 
8 19.3 1-96 
APPENDIX E 
FORCE DATA 
" -··- ~-~ -·· -·- ·-- -·---·· ·- ·-----·-----------------------------------------
Block Tr't cv CD sv SD wv WD DV DO 
< N > < N > <N> <N> <N> <N> < N > <N> 
- - -- -- ~- ----- -·-------·--~---- --------------~------ ----·---- -----·-----·----~-----
1 315 646 -4 987 520 1317 187 881 
2 169 396 -124 997 454 538 58 668 
3 -13 721 -187 1126 231 160 -4 1015 
4 258 912 -27 1099 472 3444 187 1010 
5 102 1157 -356 1602 164 5700 1095 1967 
6 -214 1682 -645 1949 -67 6733 1095 1749 
'I -236 1873 -672 2078 503 6039 1050 2047 
8 -120 1606 -107 1584 801 6586 1460 2092 
q -120 1593 -512 2216 -267 7089 2074 2875 
10 ·-200 1 '153 -156 1762 1 1 1 5126 2261 3573 
11 -267 1807 -734 2697 -178 7436 2207 2852 
1'"l c.. -956 2158 -1157 2795 -463 4802 2078 2750 ,., 347 672 0 899 503 3787 271 1059 ~. ., 218 579 -102 832 316 0 -13 806 ,_ 
4 249 565 -227 1255 463 85 214 1086 
f) 62 1099 -169 1308 396 6341 1126 1522 
6 -445 1606 -605 1789 4 5300 1602 2439 
'7 -289 1442 -641 1869 383 5745 1473 2861 
0 -316 1673 -516 1709 383 6577 1277 2603 
9 -134 1722 -147 1927 -249 7031 2167 4125 
10 -289 1549 -970 2191 -325 5309 2056 2278 
1"1 -574 1922 -725 2568 -418 6568 2185 3226 
12 -'148 1905 -632 2804 116 5015 1562 2768 
3 1 387 481 -49 1019 538 4668 538 877 
2 227 534 160 921 516 5037 89 739 
3 271 592 45 810 285 5758 271 1019 
4 338 583 138 854 552 4446 285 1126 
5 307 894 -392 1709 240 4948 1744 1339 
6 196 1113 -378 1869 58 6978 1909 1571 
7 249 1104 -249 1727 134 6684 1709 1566 
8 -9 1469 -543 1985 249 5892 2007 1914 
9 -912 1695 -650 2412 1638 5798 1513 2207 
10 -1157 2020 -797 2959 -107 6653 1482 2474 
11 -886 1722 -1055 3275 3213 6742 1197 3449 
12 -877 1847 -1001 2879 1371 4753 1006 3827 
90 
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". -~- ·---.. ·-·-·--- ._ .. ___ ,_ ,_..,_, .. _ .... ..., __ .. ·---------_ ..... ___ 
Blot~k Tr~t. cv CD sv SD wv WD DV DD 
<N> <N> <N> <N> <N> <N> <N> <N> 
__ ,_~ .... -__ ........... ___ ,_ ------
4 1 418 565 62 1006 240 3449 378 445 
2 374 498 -111 908 472 3556 191 765 
3 53 587 -276 983 294 5919 147 1406 
6 370 903 -271 1388 125 6898 1762 1121 
7 191 1157 -89 1464 214 6800 1362 1558 
0 22 1135 -374 1558 -80 6515 1420 1629 
9 -663 1504 -690 2163 1562 6457 1117 2421 
10 -957 1980 -641 2683 4285 801 1072 2407 
11 -837 1549 -846 2679 805 6097 1068 2906 
12 -1193 2158 -890 2541 -4156 2421 1500 2537 
5 401 316 129. 939 276 6097 868 1469 
2 210 516 1 o·t 814 134 4125 401 490 
3 458 561 120 961 147 5945 619 783 
1 472 579 378 . 903 659 594p 779 654 
5 40 1095 -623 2020 530 6644 1090 1558 
6 401 1095 53 1291 -285 2047 801 1420 
7 294 952 -191 1962 231 5785 983 1753 
0 107 1166 -254 2096 151 6542 894 2100 
6 1 365 512 18 921 178 4512 565 943 
2 512 387 258 1847 703 6032 694 939 
3 409 574 76 694 347 4098 761 854 
4 436 583 285 1170 605 5856· 632 926 
5 160 805 -356 1246 280 5166 890 1540 
6 -102 1019 -498 1553 -67 6377 1161 1357 
7 -142 1055 -365 1411 312 5856 1224 1 5::J!:) 
u -151 1041 -472 1891 182 6404 1068 1896 
.. -.. •••oM - .. ·---------·-·------------..... --~-------- ... - ... --·-.-.-· _, __ --~-------------
APPENDIX F 
VELOCITY'} CONE INDEX 
AND DEPTH DATA 
- -- - ____ .,. -~·- -- -· ·- ----~---··---·~----- ----·-
Block Tr·t Cone Index Velocity Depth 
< N/cm2 > < cm/s > <em> 
-· --- _, __ , ....... ,_ -------- ·-·----------·- -·-----------
1 1 45.2 117 5.1 
2 52.5 152 5.1 
3 33.9 190 5.1 
4 4•L7 236 5.1 
5 40.2 117 10.2 
6 54.2 156 10.2 
7 48.7 197 10.2 
8 42.5 228 10.2 
9 57.4 114 12.7 
10 56.9 156 12.7 
11 34.0 189 12.7 
12 48.8 230 12.7 
') 
<'- 1 2<L5 119 5.1 
2 29.1 148 5.1 
4 41 .2 234 5.1 
5 40.1 114 10.2 
6 39.8 152 10.2 
7 54.4 194 10.2 
8 39.4 234 10.2 
9 36.0 114 12.7 
10 43.3 155 12.7 
11 47.7 190 12.7 
12 38.5 230 12.7 
:~ 1 39.0 114 5.1 
2 23.7 155 5.1 
3 35.6 187 5.1 
4 26.1 241 5.1 
5 46.6 114 10.2 
6 34.5 155 10.2 
7 45.8 191 10.2 
8 39.8 230 10.2 
9 35.2 109 12. '1 
10 56.5 150 12. '7 
11 48. '7 109 12.7 
12 50.9 221 12.7 
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Bl nc:k 'fr't Cone Index Velocity Deplh 
( N/cm2) ( cm/s) (em) 
--- .. ~--·- -- --··- ... --- ---·-~---~-·-·------·---·---~·---· ------------·-·----------- --
1 22.8 116 5.1 
2 34.8 155 5.1 
3 36.2 191 5.1 
6 40.3 156 10.2 
7 60.3 196 10.2 
0 43.4 236 10.2 
9 63.4 112 12.7 
10 48.3 151 12.7 
1 1 39.6 187 12.7 
12 53.2 234 12.7 
5 1 32.5 110 5.1 
2 14.2 151 5. 1 
3 28.7 171 5.1 
4 48.9 210 5.1 
5 38.3 1 1 1 10.2 
6 23.6 152 10.2 
7 38.1 187 10.2 
8 25.4 219 10.2 
6 1 19.3 116 5.1 
2 42.5 148 5.1 
3 21 .8 186 5.1 
4 22.5 222 5.1 
5 30.8 118 10.2 
6 42.5 155 10.2 
7 21.7 187 10.2 
8 28.5 222 10.2 
APPENDIX G 
II -TERHS 
... ···-- . -~ --. ----,--~--





Chisel 1 1 0.271 0.581 2.73 1 • 0 
2 0.125 0.292 4.63 1 • 0 
3 -0.015 0.825 7.28 1 • 0 
4 0.224 0.791 11.22 1.0 
5 0.025 0.279 2.73 0.5 
6 -0.038 0.300 4.91 0.5 
7 -0.047 0.373 7.80 0.5 
8 -0.027 0.366 10.43 0.5 
9 --0.013 0.172 2.58 0.4 
10 -0.022 0.191 4.91 0.4 
1 1 -0.049 0.330 "7 .18 0.4 
12 -0.123 0.274 10.64 0.4 
2 1 0.456 0.882 2.84 1 . 0 
2 0.290 0.770 4.42 1 . 0 
4 0.235 0.532 11 • 01 1 • 0 
5 0.015 0.265 2.6:3 0.5 
6 -0.108 0. 391 4.64 0.5 
7 -0.052 0.257 7.62 0.5 
8 -0.078 0.412 11 • 01 0.5 
9 -0.023 0.297 2.63 0.4 
10 -0.041 0.221 4.83 0.4 
11 -0.075 0.250 7.28 0.4 
12 -o .120 0.307 10.64 0.4 
3 1 0.384 0.477 2.63 1 • 0 
2 0.371 0.872 4.83 1 -0 
3 0.300 0.644 7.04 1 • 0 
4 0.501 0.863 11 .65 1 • 0 
5 0.064 0.186 2.57 0.5 
6 0.055 0.312 4.83 0.5 
7 0.053 0.233 7.35 0.5 
8 -0.002 0.358 10.64 0.5 
9 -o .161 0.299 2.39 0.4 
10 -0.127 0.222 4.50 0.4 
1 1 -0.113 0.219 7.18 0.4 
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Chisel 4 1 0.721 0.962 2.69 1 • 0 
2 0.416 0.551 4.83 1 . 0 
3 0.057 0.628 7.35 1 • 0 
6 0.091 0.217 4.90 0.5 
7 0.031 0.186 7.69 0.5 
A 0.005 0.253 11 .14 0.5 
9 0.065 0.147 2.53 0.4 
10 -o .123 0.254 4.55 0.4 
11 -o .131 0.242 7.04 0.4 
12 ...;0 .139 0.252 11 • 01 0.4 
5 1 0.478 0.377 2.43 1 • 0 
2 0.595 1 .408 4.55 1 • 0 
3 0 .. 619 0.758 5.85 1 • 0 
4 0.374 0.458 8.85 1.0 
5 0.010 0.277 2.49 0.5 
6 0.165 0.450 4.64 0.5 
7 0.075 0.242 7.04 0.5 
8 0.041 0.444 9.71 0.5 
6 1 0.734 1.029 2.69 1. 0 
2 0.467 0.353 4.37 1.0 
3 0.729 1.022 6.94 1 D 0 
4 0.751 1.003 9.90 1. 0 
5 0.050 0.254 2.77 0.5 
6 -0.023 0.232 4.83 0.5 
7 -0.064 0.471 7.04 0.5 
8 -0.051 0.354 9.90 0.5 
Sweep 1 1 -0.004 0.847 0.54 5.0 
2 -0.092 0.735 0.92 5.0 
3 -0.214 1.288 1.46 5.0 
4 -0.023 0.954 2.24 5.0 
5 -0.086 0.386 0.55 2.5 
6 -o .115 0.348 0.98 2.5 
7 -o .134 0.413 1.56 2.5 
8 -0.024 0.361 2.09 2.5 
9 -0.055 0.239 0.52 2.0 
10 -0.017 0.192 0.98 2.0 
11 -0.134 0.492 1.44 2.0 
12 -o .147 0.355 2.13 2.0 
2 1 0.0 1.180 0.57 5.0 
2 -o .136 1.107 0.88 5.0 
4 -0.214 1.182 2.20 5.0 
5 -0.041 0.316 0.53 2 .. 5 
6 -0.147 0.435 0.93 2.5 
7 -o .114 0.333 1.52 2.5' 
8 -o .127 0.420 2.20 2.5 
9 -0.025 0.332 0.53 2.0 
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~ - -- -~- -----··-- ------·-- ---------·- __ .. _________ -·----·-·----·- --------- ------· -- --------- --
Tool Blnck Trt 
II]_ 
II2 II3 ---~-------- ----- ----------
Ver·t i cal Draft 
-·- - ' - -- ... -- -.- ·- ---------· ----·------------------- ------------------------- .. -----------
Sweep 2 10 -0.139 0.456 0.97 2.00 
1 1 -0.094 0.333 1 .46 2.00 
12 -0.102 0.451 2.13 2.00 
3 1 -0.049 1 • 011 0.53 5~00 
2 0.262 1.504 0.97 5.00 
3 0.048 0.882 1 • 41 5.00 
4 0.204 1 .265 2.33 5.00 
5 -o. 081 0.355 0.52 2.50 
6 -0.106 0.525 0.95 2.50 
7 -0.053 0.365 1. 47 2. t"lO 
8 -0.132 0.484 2.12 2.50 
9 -0.114 0 ."1·25 0.48 2.00 
10 -0.08"1 0.325 0.90 2.00 
1 1 -o .134 0.417 1. 44 2s00 
12 -o .122 0.351 1. 97 2.00 
4 1 0.106 1 • 711 0.54 5.00 
2 -0.124 1 . 010 0.96 5.00 
3 -0.295 1.052 1 .47 5.00 
6 -0.065 0.334 0.98 2.50 
7 -0.014 0.235 1 .54 2.50 
8 -0.083 0.347 2.23 2.50 
9 -0.067 0.211 0.51 2.00 
10 -0.002 0.345 0.91 2.00 
11 -0.132 0.419 1 . 41 2.00 
12 -0,104 0.296 2.20 2.00 
5 1 0.154 1 .120 0.49 5.00 
2 0.291 2.222 0. 91 5.00 
3 0.162 1.299 1 .17 5.00 
4 0.300 0.716 1. 77 5.00 
5 -o .157 0.511 0.50 2.50 
6 0.022 0.531 0.93 2.50 
7 -0.049 0.499 1 • 41 2.50 
8 -0.097 0.798 1 _q4 2.50 
6 1 0.036 1.852 0.54 5.00 
2 0.236 1.686 0.87 5.00 
3 0.135 1 .235 1. 39 5.00 
4 0.490 2.015 1 .98 5.00 
5 -0.112 0.392 0.55 2.50 
6 -0.114 0.354 0.97 2.50 
7 -o .163 0.630 1 • 41 2.50 
8 -0.160 0.643 1 .98 2.50 
Coulter· 1 1 0.447 1 .131 0.26 10.50 
2 0.335 0.397 0.44 10.50 
3 0.265 0.183 0.69 10.50 
4 0.409 2.988 1.07 10.50 
5 0.040 1 .373 0.26 ~5.25 
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rou 1 l--er· 1 6 -0.012 1.203 0.47 5.25 
7 0.100 1 .201 0.74 5.25 
8 0.183 1 .502 0.99 5.25 
q -0.029 0.765 0.25 4.20 
10 0.012 0.559 0.47 4.20 
11 -0.032 1 .. 357 0.68 4.20 
12 -0.059 0.610 1 • 01 4.20 
2 1 0.660 4.970 0.27 10.50 
2 0.420 0.000 0.42 10.50 
4 0.436 0.080 1.05 10.50 
5 0.096 1 .530 0.25 5.25 
6 0.001 1.289 0.44 5~25 '. 
7 0.068 1.023 0.73 5.25 
8 0.094 1.618 1. 05 5.25 
9 -0.043 1 • 211 0.25 4.20 
10 -0.046 0.759 0.46 4.20 
1 1 -Q.054 0.853 0.69 4.20 
12 0.019 0.807 1 • 01 4.20 
3 1 0.534 4.633 0.25 10.50 
2 0.843 8.226 0.46 10.50 
3 0.310 6.269 0.67 10.50 
4 0.817 6.582 1 . 11 10.50 
5 0.050 1.028 0.25 5.25 
6 0.016 1 .959 0.46 5.25 
7 0.028 1 .413 0.70 5.25 
8 0.061 1.436 1 . 01 5.25 
9 0.288 1. 021 0.23 4.20 
10 -0.013 0.730 0.43 4.20 
11 0.409 0.859 0.68 4.20 
12 0.167 0.580 0.94 4.20 
1 0.409 5.869 0.26 10.50 
2 0.525 3.954 0.46 10.50 
3 0.314 6.330 0.70 10.50 
6 0.030 1.659 0.47 5.25 
7 0.034 10.92 0.73 5.25 
8 -0.018 1.453 1.06 5.25 
9 0.153 0.631 0.24 4.20 
10 0.551 0.103 0.43 4.20 
11 0.126 0.954 0.67 4.20 
12 -0.485 0.282 1. 05 4.20 
5 1 0.329 7.271 0.23 10.50 
2 0.364 11.254 0.43 10.50 
3 0.198 8.034 0.56 10.50 
4 0.522 4.711 0.84 10.50 
5 0.134 1 .680 0.24 5.25' 
6 -0.11.1 0.842 0.44 5.25 
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Tnol Block Trt 
rrl 
rr2 rr3 -- ---·----------·- ----~- ~-
Vertical Dt·aft 
'- OM~---~- ----- ------·---··----- ~ ---------- __ A ____ --
Coul ter• 5 7 0.059 1.470 0.67 5.25 
0 0.058 2.490 0.92 5.25 
6 1 0.358 9.073 0.26 10.50 
2 0.642 5.597 0.41 10.50 
3 0.618 7.294 0.66 10.50 
4 1.180 10.082 0.94 10.50 
5 0.088 1 .627 0.26 5.25 
6 -0.015 1.454 0.46 5.25 
7 0.139 2.615 0.67 5.25 
8 0.062 2.177 0.94 5.25 
Disk 1 1 0.160 0.756 0.26 10.50 
2 0.043 0.492 0.44 10.50 
3 -0.005 1 .161 0.69 10.50 
4 0.162 0.876 1.07 10.50 
5 0.264 0.474 0.26 5.25 
6 0.196 0.312 0.47 5.25 
7 0.209 0.407 0.74 5.25 
8 0.333 0.477 0.99 5.25 
9 0.224 0.310 0.25 4.20 
10 0.247 0.390 0.47 4.20 
1 1 0.403 0.520 0.60 4.20 
12 0.264 0 •. 349 1 . 01 4.20 
2 1 0.356 1.390 0.27 10.50 
2 -0.018 1.178 0.42 10.50 
4 0.201 1.022 1.05 10.50 
5 0.272 0.367 0.25 5.25 
6 0.390 0.593 0.44 5.25 
7 0.262 0.509 0.73 5.25 
8 0.314 0.640 1.05 5.25 
9 0.373 0.710 0.25 4.20 
10 0.294 0.326 0.46 4.20 
1 1 0.284 0.419 0.69 4.20 
12 0.251 0.445 1 • 01 4.20 
3 1 0.534 0.870 0.25 10.50 
2 0.145 1.206 0.46 10.50 
3 0.296 1.109 0.67 10.50 
4 0.422 1.667 1 .11 10.50 
5 0.363 0.278 0.25 5.25 
6 0.536 0.441 0.46 5.25 
7 0.361 0.331 0.70 5.25 
8 0.489 0.466 1 • 01 5.25 
9 0.266 0.389 0.23 4.20 
10 0.163 0.272 0.43 4.20 
1 1 0.152 0.439 0.68 4.20 
12 0.123 0.467 0.94 4.20 
4 1 0.644 0.757 0.26 10.50 
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Disk 4 2 0.213 0.851 0.46 1 0- ~)0 
3 0.157 1.504 0.70 10.50 
6 0.424 0.270 0.47 5.25 
7 0.219 0.250 0.73 5.25 
8 0.317 0.363 1. 06 5.25 
9 0.109 0.237 0.24 4.20 
10 0.138 0.309 0.43 4.20 
1 1 0.167 0.455 0.67 4.20 
12 0.175 0.296 1.05 4.20 
5 1 1.035 1 .. 151 0.23 10.50 
2 1.093 1 .335 0.43 10.50 
3 0.836 1.058 0.56 10.50 
4 0.617 0.518 0.84 10.50 
5 0.276 0.394 0.24 5.25 
6 0.329 0.584 0.44 5.25 
7 0.250 0.445 0.67 5.25 
8 0.341 0.800 0.92 5.25 
6 1 1.136 1.897 0.26 10.50 
2 0.634 0.857 0.42 10.50 
3 1 .354 1 .520 0.66 10.50 
4 1.088 1.594 0.94 10.50 
5 0.280 0.485 0.26 5.25 
6 0.265 0.309 0.46 5.25 
7 0.546 0.686 0.67 5.25 
8 0.363 0.645 0.94 5.25 
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